
ADEYEMO
TEMITOPE fountain College, Osun State, Nigeria.


SSCE in Science Department 

Education

2023: 

2022: 

2022: 

2022: 

Design App 2023 ( Great Learning)



Guide to Graphic Design  2022 (Udemy)



User Interface & User Experience 

Design (Udemy)



User Interface Design (Udemy)


Certificate & Merit Award

User Interface


User Experience


Graphic Design


Interaction Design


Collaboration


User Research


Writing


Branding


Prototyping

Skills

Figma


Adobe Photoshop


CorelDraw


Framer 


Microsoft Office

Tools

experience

GRAPHIC DESIGNER /SamSucc Logistic
NOV. 2023 - PRESENT

Execute design projects efficiently and 
effectively, ensuring on-time delivery.


Present and substantiate work throughout the 
development process, staying open to feedback.


Generate multiple ideas and solutions for each 
project, fostering creativity at SamSucc.

PRODUCT DESIGNER /adojAgro
SEP 2023 - DEC. 2023

Innovating product experiences through creative 
design solutions.


Focusing on user needs to craft intuitive and 
effective designs.


Working with cross-functional teams to deliver 
impactful product designs.

DESIGN HEAD /Bluestone Pod
Oct. 2022 - dec. 2023

Excelling as the Design Head at Bluestone Pod, I 
bring a wealth of expertise in Graphic Design and 
Brand Identity.


Leading dedicated creative teams, I orchestrate 
and deliver impactful visual solutions that not 
only meet but exceed expectations.


In my role from ideas to finished projects, I foster 
innovation to ensure each reflects our 
commitment to quality and brand identity.

UI/UX DESIGNER  /liberty Empire 
DEC 2022

Elevating user experiences through strategic 
design on the website.


Meticulously planning and enhancing 
functionality.


Aligning design with business goals for a user-

friendly platform.

VOLUNTEER GRAPHIC DESIGNER /NNI
FEBUARY. 2021 - Sept. 2023

Transforming concepts into compelling designs, I 
skillfully blend artistic flair with technical 
expertise to create visually stunning graphics.


Working in tandem with teams, I deliver high-

quality visual solutions within deadlines, ensuring 
effective communication of client visions.


Striving to bring client visions to life, I leverage 
my skills to craft captivating designs for No-name 
Initiative.

osogbo, Osun State

Address

+234 (0) 901 383 2674

Whatapp | Call

https://savee.it/adeyemo1/

Portfolio

adeyemotemitopereal@gmail.com

Email

linkedin.com/in/adeyemotemitope

Linkedin

dribbble.com/Temi_Creative_Concept

Dribbble

https://twitter.com/Adeyemo6183

Twitter

I am a versatile designer 
specializing in UI/UX, Graphic 
Design, Brand Identity, and Nocode 
Development. My passion for 
technology and innovation is the 
driving force behind my creative 
approach. With a keen eye for 
detail and a love for design, I don't 
just consider myself as a designer; I 
am a tech enthusiast dedicated to 
pushing creative boundaries. 
Whether it's crafting intuitive user 
experiences or developing visually 
striking brand identities, I bring a 
blend of creativity and technical 
expertise to every project. I thrive 
in collaborative environments, 
making the design process not only 
productive but also an enjoyable 
journey. Let's embark on the path 
of creating something truly 
extraordinary together!

Profile

https://dribbble.com/Temi_Creative_Concept

